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Volume 16, Number 9 September, 1928

RADIO BEACONS FOR TRANSPACIFIC FLIGHTS*

BY

CLAYTON C. SHANGRAW

(Associate Radio Engineer, Signal Corps Aircraft Radio Lab., Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio)

Summary-This paper deals with the radio beacon and its practical
application in connection with long distance flights over water. It describes
briefly the operation of the equi-signal radio -beacon system as developed
by the Atr Corps and Signal Corps Aircraft Radio Laboratories at Dayton,
Ohio, during the past few years.'

The use of radio beacons as an aid to aerial navigation was considered
necessary by the Army Air Corps in the plans for the flight from San Francisco
to Hawaii by Lieutenant Hegenberger and Lieutenant Maitland. The Signal
Corps was then requested to establish a radio -beacon station at each of the
above points. The equipment for these installations was assembled and tested
at the Signal Corps Aircraft Radio Laboratory and then shipped. One station
was installed at Crissy Field, San Francisco and the other one was installed
on the island of Maui, Territory of Hawaii. Several tests were made by these
stations prior to the flight on June 28, 1927 during which the signals from each
station were heard over the entire distance of twenty-four hundred miles.

The Army flight is described and the log kept by each station is shown.
The beacon signals assisted materially in the problem of navigation during this
flight, but unfortunately were not followed the entire distance due to difficulties
with the receiving equipment. The next flight, over the same course, in which
the radio beacons were used was that made by Messrs. Smith and Bronte. Here
again trouble was experienced with the receiving equipment aboard the air-
plane which prevented the flyers from utilizing the beacon service continuously.

The Honolulu Chapter of the National Aeronautical Association re-
quested the Army to provide radio -beacon service for the Dole Flight from
San Francisco to Hawaii which was scheduled to start on August 12. This
request was acceded to as it was desired to assist the participants as much as
possible and further tests of the radio beacon were also desired. This flight was
by far the most successful from a radio viewpoint, as the beacon signals were
followed continuously by the winners of the Dole Flight. Photographs of the
equipment are shown together with maps and the log kept by each station.

After the Dole Flight the beacon station on the Island of Maui was re-
moved and permanently installed at Wheeler Field near Honolulu, where it is
to be used in connection with local and inter -island flying by Air Corps per-
sonnel.

Since that time several improvements have been made in beacon equipment
at the Signal Corps Aircraft Radio Laboratory which render it muck more
useful and reliable.

 Original Manuscript Received by the Institute, June 13, 1928.
Captain W. H. Murphy and Lieut. L. M. Wolfe, "The Stationary

and Rotating Equi-signal Radio Beacons" Journal of Automotive Engin-
eers, 19, September 1926.
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1204 Shangraw: Beacons for Transpacific Flights

DURING the last year a keen interest in aviation has been
aroused through the medium of long spectacular flights
such as that of Lindbergh from New York to Paris, the

Army flight from San Francisco to Hawaii by Lieutenant Hegen-
berger and Lieutenant Maitland, the Dole Derby from San
Francisco to Hawaii, the Round -the -World flight by Brock and
Schlee, and several others, some of which ended in disaster. The
flight of the Southern Cross from San Francisco to Australia is
perhaps the most vivid in the minds of the general public.

The airplanes used on these spectacular flights represented
the last work in airplane design and equipment. Despite this,
but few of the airplanes participating were equipped with radio
apparatus of any kind. The omission of this seemingly important
adjunct to navigation and safety, especially on any long flight
over water, lies in the desire to carry a maximum fuel load, limit-
ing all accessories to an absolute minimum. This attitude is
quite natural, for it is impossible to calculate exactly how much
fuel will be necessary for a flight, due to such factors as adverse
weather conditions and other unforeseen reasons. With very few
exceptions, if any, at the conclusion of these flights the pilots
and navigators have expressed a belief that radio communica-
tion was essential and should be provided in future flights.

The preparations for the Army flight to Hawaii, made by
Lieutenant Hegenberger and Lieutenant Maitland in a three -
motored Fokker monoplane, did not include radio equipment
until a few weeks before the proposed date of departure. Lieu-
tenant Hegenberger, an expert aerial navigator and pilot, had
made previous flights making use of the equi-signal radio beacon
during its development at McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio, and
realized its possibilities as an aid to aerial navigation, especially
since the beacon equi-signal zone followed a Great Circle course.
It was, therefore, recommended that a suitable radio -beacon sta-
tion be installed at the starting point and also at the destination of
the flight. The advisability of this plan was concurred in by
the Chief of Air Corps, and the Chief Signal Officer was re-
quested to have two radio -beacon installations made available
for this project. The preparations for this project were carried
out secretly so as to avoid any publicity before the proposed date
of departure from San Francisco.

At this point a brief description of the equi-signal radio beacon
will be given for those who are not familiar with the system. It is
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essentially a Bellini-Tosi system used for transmitting signals
which are so arranged that they interlock and form a single dash
along the bisector of the projected angle of the two inner coils, or
primary, of the goniometer. The antenna consists of two triangu-
lar loops 80 feet in height and 300 feet along the base. These two
loops must be very accurately laid out at right angles to each other
and constructed so as to be identical in frequency and radio -
frequency resistance. The goniometer is then connected at the
base of the loops and equal values of capacity and inductance are

-3-

Fig. 1-Equi-Signal or T Zones of the Radio Beacon.

added in each leg of the loops so that the entire system is electri-
cally balanced. The rotor coils of the goniometer are spaced 60
degrees apart, as this was found to be a fair compromise for
obtaining a reasonable transmission range with minimum equi-
signal zones narrow enough to allow one to follow the predeter-
mined course with accuracy. See Fig. 1.

The primary coils of the goniometer are alternately con-
nected to the output of the transmitter by means of an automatic
relay that is actuated by letter N and A cams which are driven
by a suitable electric motor. Thus, the letters N (- -) and
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A ( -) in Morse code are used as a medium for breaking up the
continuous dash obtained when the key of the transmitter is
closed. The degree of coupling between these two primary coils
and the loop coupling coils, or secondary, of the goniometer
governs the current induced into each loop so that the letters N
and A are radiated with varying intensity at different settings
of the goniometer. When a receiver is so located as to pick up
signals from these two loops with equal intensity the N and A
signals interlock so as to form a single dash or T. This is equiva-
lent to rotating two large loops with 60 degree displacement.
Now, if the receiving set were located to one side or the other
of the bisector of this projected angle then the signals would no
longer be of equal intensity and the letter N or A would be heard,
depending upon which side of the bisector the receiver was
located.

In applying the above principles in practice the goniometer is
set to permit an equi-signal or T to be transmitted along a pre-
determined course which is the line of flight along the Great
Circle. As long as the airplane continues along this course the
letter T is heard when the simple receiving set is tuned to the
frequency of the beacon transmitter. If the airplane goes off
the course slightly the T signal becomes broken, since the letter
N is heard more loudly than the letter A. This has the effect
of an N superimposed on a slightly weaker A. However, as the
airplane gets further off the course in this direction the letter N
becomes more distinct with the background character entirely

 lacking. Should the airplane get off the course to the left
the letter A will be heard in a like manner.

In air navigation, as in marine navigation, it is necessary for
the pilot to correct his course for drift due to side winds. This is
accomplished by noting the position of ground objects through
a drift indicator which is attached to the side of the airplane
and then altering the course so as to compensate for the drift
component. However, in flying above clouds or over water where
no land marks are available the problem of correcting for wind
drift becomes more difficult. In the transoceanic flights fixed
ground objects were replaced by white -caps on the waves for
reference in some cases, while in others smoke bombs were used.
Any of these methods of checking the extent of wind drift and
making the necessary changes in the compass course, whether
of the magnetic or earth inductor type, require considerable skill
and good judgment on the part of the navigator.
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The equi-signal zone of the radio beacon, by virtue of its
following the Great Circle course, automatically compensates
for any directional error due to cross wind or to personal errors
in making changes in the compass course in following the Great
Circle. Thus, it will be seen that as long as the letter T is heard
by the pilot or navigator the airplane is being held on the cor-
rect course, regardless of the wind drift. Whenever letter T
becomes broken up so that a letter N is heard this indicates that
the airplane is getting off the course to the right and when the
letter A is heard it is an indication that the airplane is veering
to the left of the course. This method, therefore, not only per-
mits the pilot to keep a correct course, but also shows to a cer-
tain extent the amount of deviation from the course when the
letter N or A is heard superimposed upon the background char-
acter. While the radio beacon indicates the desired course it is
advisable to use the customary and time-honored compass so
that the two methods may be used as a check against each other.
In this case the radio -beacon signals need not be listened to
continuously but periodically to check the compass course. In
addition to the automatically -keyed range sign transmitted it is
also possible to broadcast important meteorological data with
the beacon transmitter.

THE ARMY FLIGHT

The plans for the use of the radio beacon for the Army flight
from San Francisco to Hawaii called for an installation at Crissy
Field, Presidio of San Francisco and a similar installation in the
Hawaiian Islands. The advisability of this plan will be readily
seen when it is shown that the entire Hawaiian Island group sub-
tends but an angle of 7 deg. with San Francisco taken as the
point of origin. This shows the necessity for setting and following
a very accurate course toward the center of the island group, as
an error of but 3 deg. from this course would result in an air-
plane flying right on past the islands. With one beacon station
located at San Francisco the initial course would be accurately
established, but due to the widening of the equi-signal zone when
going away from the station the accuracy of the course would be
decreased. With a similar beacon located at the destination,
however, the equi-signal zone would converge upon approaching
the Hawaiian Islands, thus increasing the accuracy of the bearing
sufficiently to bring the airplane directly towards the beacon
station.
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When the Signal Corps Aircraft Radio Laboratory was in-
structed during the latter part of March to install two beacons
for the San Francisco -Hawaii flight a rather difficult problem was
presented. The only beacon apparatus available was installed
in the experimental station at Wilbur Wright Field. This equip-
ment consisted of an obsolete 5 kw quenched spark transmitter
and two experimental goniometers together with the necessary
auxiliary apparatus for one beacon installation. The tentative
date of the proposed Army flight was set as June 15, which

Fig. 2-Radio-Beacon Loop System, Crissy Field, California.

allowed less than three months in which to obtain transmitting
sets, construct and test additional apparatus, pack and make
shipment to San Francisco and Hawaii, and then to install the
apparatus at each place.

Attempts to purchase and get delivery on two 5 -kw tube
transmitters in this short period of time were futile, so it became
necessary to modify existing 5 -kw spark transmitters into tube
transmitters. These sets utilized two 1 -kw air-cooled tubes,
type UV -851, in a full -wave self -rectified circuit with 500 -cycle
plate supply and operated on a frequency of 290 kc. The power
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equipment consisted of the 500 -cycle motor generator sets which
were previously used with the old quenched spark sets. Current
for operating these machines was to be obtained from a standard
Signal Corps d. c. generator driven by a gasoline engine. Com-
plete equipment for the two radio -beacon installations was
shipped by express to San Francisco on May 6, arriving in time
for the equipment, consigned to Hawaii, to be loaded in an Army
transport which sailed a week later.

Lieutenant Hegenberger, co-pilot and navigator of the pro-
posed flight, having been previously stationed in the Territory
of Hawaii, was familiar with the location and topography of the
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Fig. 3-Radio-Beacon Loop System, Crissy Field, California.

various islands, and upon his recommendation it was decided to
locate the Hawaiian beacon station at Halawa Point on the east-
ern tip of the island of Molokai, or in the vicinity of Kahului,
on the island of Maui. These locations come very close to the
center of the Hawaiian island group. Since but a small variation
in the course from San Francisco to Hawaii was permissible, it
was considered advisable for the course to be set from San
Francisco to the center of the group of islands and then, after
sighting the islands, to change the course of the airplane to the
island of Oahu, on which Wheeler Field is located.
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The author arrived in San Francisco on May 12 and reported
to the Signal Officer, Ninth Corps Area, for temporary duty. A
suitable site for the San Francisco beacon was selected on the top
of a hill at Crissy Field. The services of personnel of Company E,
5th Engineers, stationed at Ft. Scott, were made available for
surveying and laying out the loop system. Credit is given this
organization for the efficient and expeditious manner in which
this work was carried out. The loop layout is shown in Figs. 2

Fig. 4-Location of Radio -Beacon Station at Crissy Field;
Pole in Position.

and 3. A 90 -foot pole for supporting the loops was purchased
locally and arrangements made to have it set in place, and also
to erect a temporary building in which to install the beacon
equipment. A representative of the Signal Corps Aircraft Radio
Laboratory arrived at Crissy Field on May 13, 1927 for duty
in connection with the establishment of this beacon station and
tests therewith.2 Fig. 4 shows location of beacon station. Fig.
5 shows the interior of this station.

On May 18 the author proceeded via commercial liner to
Honolulu, arriving on the morning of the 25th and reported to

 Mr. L. A. Hendricks.
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the Hawaiian Department for temporary duty in connection
with the establishment and teseof the radio beacon station in
Hawaii.

The Department Air Officer was requested to authorize a re-
connaissance flight over the Island of Molokai and Maui for the

Fig. 5-Interior of Radio Beacon Station. at Crissy Field.

purpose of selecting a suitable site for the establishment of the
radio -beacon station. This flight, in which three planes took part,
was made on May 27, 1927.3 We flew over the Leper Colony on
Molokai and over Halawa at a low altitude to learn as much
as possible of its topography. It took but a short time to decide

Due to the hazard of inter -island flying with land type airplanes
Army orders require that not less than three airplanes will participate in
an inter -island flight. One of the airplanes is equipped with a radio trans-
mitter and receiver and carries an expert radio operator who transmits the
position of the airplanes to Headquarters every 5 minutes. In case of a
forced landing in the water one of the airplanes goes back to Luks Field,
near Honolulu, for assistance while the other circles above the disabled
airplane.
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against this place as a site for the beacon station due to its close
proximity to rugged mountains and lack of docking facilities for
unloading supplies and equipment. The shore line is extremely
broken and edged with coral reefs, making it practically impos-
sible to land even a small boat. We then proceeded across the
channel toward Kahului on the Island of Maui. The windward
side of this island appeared well -suited for a beacon location
and we attempted to land at Kahului to look over the ground
more carefully. The landing field at Kahului, however, was

N

Fig. 6-Radio-Beacon Loop System, Hamakuapoko, Maui, T.H Lat.
20 deg. 55 min. N., Long. 156 deg. 20 min. W.

partially covered with water, making a landing difficult, so we
proceeded to the Island of Lanai where the airplanes were
refueled with Government gasoline and oil, held there for such
contingencies, before the return to Luke Field, Oahu.

The following day orders were issued for me to proceed to
Kahului, Maui, via steamer for temporary duty in connection
with the selection of a site for the radio -beacon station. The
small inter -island steamer left Honolulu Sunday evening and
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arrived at Lahaina on the south side of Maui at 4 o'clock on
the following morning. Getting ashore was accomplished by
means of one of the life boats, as docking facilities were not
available. A 20 -mile automobile trip was then necessary to reach
the town of Wailuku, where hotel accommodations were avail-
able. Here a local map was obtained and a "Drive Yourself" car
hired for the day. The road along the shore from Kahului to
Huelo was followed and a careful search made for an open and
fairly level location. The terrain in this direction was found to
be very rugged and, therefore, unsuitable, except on the edge of
the cliff near Maliko. This location, however, was undesirable,
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Fig. 7-Radio-Beacon Loop System, Hamakuapoko, T. H.

as it was too far from Kahului where the equipment would be
unloaded. A reconnaissance was then made inland between
Haiku and Paia, where there are many sugar cane and pineapple
fields, and towards noon a very desirable field was located at
Hamakuapoko. Permission to establish the radio -beacon station
temporarily was obtained from the owners. Upon returning to
the hotel that evening I was fortunate in meeting a territorial
civil engineer who was familiar with the location of triangulation
stations in the vicinity of Hamakuopoko. The next day this
engineer was engaged to survey and lay out the loop system.
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The position of the loops was carefully laid out and marked with
stakes, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Upon arrival at Fort Shafter the following morning a radio-
gram was received advising that the Crissy Field beacon would
be operated for test from 11:00 P.M. to 1:30 A.M. (P. T.) or
8:30 P.M. to 11:30 P.M. (Hu. T.). We listened during this period
but could not hear the Crissy Field beacon signals at Fort Shaf-
ter. Naturally we were disappointed with the results, but not
altogether discouraged, as receiving conditions in that locality
were considered very poor. The remainder of the week was spent
in gathering additional supplies and arranging for enlisted per-
sonnel to assist in the construction of the beacon station on the

Fig. 8-Power Equipment Type PE -40. Gasoline -Engine -Driven 5 kw
Direct -current Generator.

Island of Maui. A pole suitable for supporting the loops was
obtained from the Navy Department at Pearl Harbor and towed
to the inter -island wharf at Honolulu.

On June 7, 1927, accompanied by a detachment of four en-
listed men from Luke Field, the writer left Honolulu for Kahului
on the SS Mauna Kea. All of the equipment and supplies were
on board, including the 93 -foot pole which was lashed to the rail.
We arrived on the following morning and quarters were obtained
on the plantation of the Maui Agricultural Company. Work on
the construction of the loops and of a building was started im-
mediately.

On the following day a temporary radio station was estab-
lished for communication with the Department Signal Officer
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at Fort Shatter, Honolulu. An airplane radio transmitter type
BC -114* (SCR -134 set) was used for transmitting and a receiver
type SE -1420, with two stages of audio amplification, was used
for receiving. The radio station at Fort Shafter (FX-2) transmit-
ted on a wavelength of 1600 meters. The Maui station (EH -.9)
transmitted on a wavelength of 450 meters, or 750 meters, de-
pending upon receiving conditions at Fort Shafter. The distance
between Fort Shafter and Hamakuopoko, Maui, is approximately
90 miles, and reliable communication was maintained on regular
schedules daily.

During the week of June 7 the Crissy Field beacon carried
on regular tests with the SS Manoa of the Matson line, sailing
between San Francisco and Honolulu, which were very success -

Fig. 9-Exterior of Radio Beacon, Maui, T. H. Mt. Haleakala in Back-
ground.

ful. The,. Crissy Field beacon was heard at Hamakuopoko,
Maui, on an SE -1420 receiver using two stages of amplification,
with a signal strength of R-4 to R-5 during the hours of dark-
ness. The letter N was quite pronounced, superimposed on the
background character, indicating that the bearing of the equi-
signal zone being transmitted from Crissy Field was slightly to
the south of the correct course. It had been arranged previously
that each station would be so adjusted that the N signals would
be heard in an airplane when it was north of the correct course
and the A signals when south of the course. This was the first
time that the Crissy Field beacon had been heard in the
Hawaiian Islands, and the results were most gratifying, as they
not only showed that the modified transmitter had a much
greater range than the old -type spark sets, but also made it pos-

4 This transmitter is designed for telephone, C. W. and tone tele-
graph. It consists of three 50 -watt tubes: master oscillator power am-
plifier and modulator; also, one 5 -watt speech amplifier. Range: tele-
phone -30 miles; C. W. telegraph -100 miles.
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sible to adjust readily the transmitted goniometer bearing upon
the advice of the listener at the opposite end of the course. In
other words, the goniometer bearing could be shifted so as to
establish a bracket on the receiving station at the opposite end
of the course in order that the average of these readings could
be used in the final setting of the goniometer.

The Crissy Field beacon was again operated on the night of
June 14th from 10:30 P.M. to 11:40 P.M. (P. T.). The signals
were barely audible from 8:30 to 8:40 P.M. and then disappeared

Fig. 10-Interior of Radio -Beacon Station at Hamakuapoko, Maui, T . H

entirely during an eclipse of the moon. On the following night
this station was again operated on the same schedule with the
goniometer set on 240 deg. The results of this test indicated
that the bearing was still slightly south of the true course and
that the keying was rather slow with poor interlocking. The
signals occurred at about seven -second intervals with a signal
strength of R-4.

Further tests were carried on, and on the night of June 21
the bearing was increased to 241 deg.' During this test, and a

5 Considerable distortion caused by a stray coupling within the
goniometer was observed at the Crissy Field Station. This accounts for the
fact that the bearing as indicated on the goniometer scale did not coincide
with the computed bearing.
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similar one on the following night, a broken dash, which might
be described as a letter X, was received, which showed the bearing
of 241 deg. to be correct. The interlocking, however, was slightly
defective, probably due to adjustment of the automatic key or
relay. At this time a standard superheterodyne receiver type
BC -115-116 was also used for comparison with the SE -1420
receiver. Prior to the beacon tests broadcasting stations on the
Coast were heard with very good volume. However, this set was
much less sensitive on high wavelengths, (1035 meters) and the
beacon signals could not be heard with it, although they came
in R-4 to R-5 with the SE -1420 receiver, with regeneration just
below the point of oscillation. The operator at Crissy Field was

Fig. 11-Automatic Keys for Radio Beacon.

then advised that the bearing was correct from Crissy Field to
Hamakuopoko, Maui. It was also advised that the BC -115-116
receiver was not suitable for long flights with the radio beacon.

The installation of the Maui radio beacon was completed on
June 21st and preliminary test showed it to be well-balanced and
ready for operation. Fig. 9 shows the exterior of this station
with Mt. Haleakala in the background. Fig. 10 shows the interior
with goniometer. The goniometer was set on the computed bear-
ing of 52 deg. 31 min. for the preliminary tests. Both stations
were tested on the night of June 23rd. The observer at the San
Francisco station reported the Maui beacon signals were heard
with signal strength R-3 on an SE -1420 receiver through static
and some interference. The letter A predominated during this
test, which indicated that the bearing being transmitted by the
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Maui Beacon Station was too far north and had to be increased
from the present setting of 52 deg. 31 min. Signals from Crissy
Field were received with signal strength R-4 on the bearing of
241 deg., which had been previously found correct. There was
considerable static, but messages keyed on the loops, giving a
report of the test, were readable. The interlocking of the Maui
beacon did not remain perfect during this test and further ad-
justmentihad to be made. Figs. 11 and 12 show automatic
key and switching relay which are instrumental in obtaining

Fig. 12-Radio-Beacon Switching Relay Used in Transpacific Flights.

correct interlocking of signals. After minor adjustments had been
completed a perfect dash was obtained along the designated
course. Further tests were made with the goniometer set on
54 deg., which proved to be the correct setting. The Chief
Signal Officer was then advised that both beacon stations were
operating in a satisfactory manner and that the bearing trans-
mitted by each station was correct.

The Fokker monoplane, type C-2, shown in Fig. 13, was
equipped with a .radio set type SCR -134, shown in Fig. 14,
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before leaving McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio enroute to San
Francisco via Chicago, Fort Sill, San Antonio, El Paso and San
Diego. The Crissy Field beacon was used during the flight
from San Diego to San Francisco in order that the pilot and

Fig. 13-Fokker Monoplane Type C-2, Used by Lieutenant Hegenberger
and Lieutenant Maitland in Flight from San Francisco to Hawaii,
June 28 and 29, 1927.

Fig. 14-Interior of Airplane Type C-2 Used by Lieutenant Hegenberger
and Lieutenant Maitland in Flight from San Francisco to Hawaii.
The SCR -134 Radio Telephone and Telegraph Set Is Shown Mounted
in Special Framework on Left Side of the Cabin. The Table on the
Right Was Used As A Chart Table for the Navigator.
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navigator of the airplane might become familiar with the use of
their radio equipment and the radio -beacon signals before set-
ting out on their long flight to Hawaii. After the arrival of the
C-2 airplane at Crissy Field a modified receiver type BC -137°
was installed as an additional receiver.

On the morning of June 28, 1927 at 7:10 A.M. the Fokker
airplane, of which Lieutenant Albert F. Hegenberger was navi-
gator -pilot and Lieutenant Lester J. Maitland pilot, took off
from Oakland Airport enroute to Honolulu, T. H. The Crissy
Field radio beacon was placed in operation immediately with the

ig. 15-Wreck of timali-Bronte Plane Csty of Oakland at Molokai, T. H.

goniometer set on 241 deg. The transmitted course and quality
of interlocking was checked locally during the flight so that any
errors might be noticed immediately and corrected.

The Crissy Field beacon operated continuously during the
flight except for a short period about two hours after the start
of the flight when the gasoline engine stopped due to a stoppage
in the fuel line. This was quickly repaired, however, and the
set was again in operation in ten minutes. During the flight re-

. One -stage tuned r.f., regenerative detector and two stages of
audio amplification.
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Fig. 1(i-- Chart of Island oi Maui Slim% ing Location of ita.lio Beacon
Station and Meteorological Station on Mt. Haleakala.

Fig. 17-Fort Shafter, T. H. August 19. 1927. Radio Set Used by Goebel
in the Plane Woolaroc, Which Flow from San Francisco to Wheeler
Field. T. H.
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ports on the progress of the airplane were sent out by ships so
that the position of the airplane was known throughout the flight.

The Maui beacon station was placed in operation at 5 P.M.
on June 28, as it was estimated that the airplane would be ap-
proximately half way to Hawaii at that time. Starting at mid-
night weather reports were transmitted with the beacon every
hour by substituting a hand key in place of the automatic key.
The station functioned perfectly during the entire run of ap-
proximately fifteen hours. During the flight the signals from each
station were checked by an observer at the opposite end of the
course and no appreciable change in the character of the trans-
mitted signals was noticed.

The author returned to Honolulu the following day and talked
with the flyers regarding the usefulness of the radio beacon during
the flight. It was learned that the San Francisco beacon signals
were followed for the first two hours of the flight and assisted
materially in setting the initial course. The signals then suddenly
ceased (this was due to failure of gasoline engine at the Crissy
Field beacon station) and were then picked up intermittently
during the remainder of the flight. When about midway between
San Francisco and Hawaii the Maui beacon signals were heard
by Lieutenant Hegenberger who estimated the width of the T
signal zone to be approximately eight miles. The beacon signals,
however, were not heard continuously and it was believed that
something was defective with the receiving equipment on board
the airplane. A test flight made subsequent to the airplane's
arrival at Wheeler Field, however, did not reveal any defects
in the receiving equipment. It is regrettable that an expert radio
operator could not have been included in the crew so that the
radio equipment and reception of the signals could have received
the entire attention of one man.

Part B

THE SMITH-BRONTE FLIGHT

July 14-15, 1927
The next flight in which the Army radio beacons were used

was that made by Mr. Ernest Smith, pilot, and Mr. Emory
Bronte, navigator in a single -motored "Travel Air" monoplane.
The radio equipment installed in this airplane was made up
hastily at San Francisco and is described below:
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Transmitter. Hartley Circuit using one 50 -watt tube and
tuned to 600 meters for use in communication with ship
stations.

Plate and filament supplied from a 900 -cycle wind -driven
generator, type GN-4.

Weight of transmitter complete approximately 50

pounds.
Receiver. One -stage tuned radio -frequency and regenera-

tive detector with two stages of audio amplification. Plug-in
coils to cover wave band from 500 to 1100 meters. Regen-
eration controlled by detector filament rheostat. Type
DV -3 tubes, with dry cells for filament supply were pro-
vided. Weight of receiver approximately 15 pounds.

The above equipment was installed in the fuselage in back
of the navigator's cockpit. The ignition system of the single
Wright Whirlwind engine was not shielded, but the receiver was
far enough away from the engine so that comparatively little
ignition interference was present. The call letters of this airplane

were WLO.
On July 14, 1927, the take -off was made from Oakland Air-

port at 10:40 A.M. with Honolulu as the destination. The log
of the Crissy Field radio -beacon station for this flight is shown
below:

July 14
10:30 P.M. Started beacon.
11:10 A.M. Smith's plane passed over beacon station.

1:00 P.M. Airplane reports beacon signals received O.K.
1:10 P.M. Airplane reports still foggy-Beacon coming in fine.
2:00 P.M. Still hearing beacon signals.
3:25 P.M. Bronte reports signals not heard since 2:24 P.M.

Thinks receiver out of order.

July 15 Bulletins came in during night but no report of beacon signals.

3:00 A.M. Beacon shut down.
Signals from Maui received at Crissy Field about R-2.

7:45 A.M. Plane reported landing in sea 600 miles from Honolulu.
Out of gas.

12:16 P.M. Plane reported landing on Molokai-wrecked.

The Maui beacon station started transmitting when the air-
plane was estimated to be about half -way between San Fran-
cisco and Hawaii. In accordance with previous arrangements
this station suspended its regular transmission of bearing for the
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first ten minutes of each hour to enable the operator to listen for
the signals from the Crissy Field beacon. At every hour, on the
half hour, the Maui beacon again suspended its regular beacon
transmission while meteorological data was transmitted on one
of the loops.

The log of the Maui radio -beacon station is shown below:

July 14.
3:45 P.M. (H.T.) Started beacon 4.5 kw input.
3:45 P.M. " Message relayed from plane-Lat. 36.32 N. Long.

123.33 W.
Still foggy have not heard beacon for last hour.

8:10 P.M. Position of plane at 6:00 P.M. (P.T.) Lat. 35.08 N.
Long. 130.46 W. Going fine.

9:00 P.M. Crissy Field beacon heard R-4 heavy QRM.
11:00 P.M. Crissy Field beacon heard R-4 heavy QRM.
11:55 P.M. Crissy Field beacon heard R-4 heavy QR.M.

July 15.
12:15 A.M. Received from Presidio S. F. "Maui beacon received

here very good."
1:30 A.M. Crissy Field beacon not heard. U.S.A.T. Kenowis

reported through KHK (Honolulu) that he heard
plane, WLO, send out a QST but was unable to
copy due to QRM. (12:30 A.M. (Hu. T.)) (Kenowis
about 700 miles from Honolulu).

2:00 A.M. SS Wilhelmina (WMO) reported to Honolulu (KH)
at 1:57 A.M. (H.T.) that plane's position report at
4:05 A.M. (P.T.) was Lat. 28.58 N. Long. 144.36 W.

2:15 A.M. From Presidio WVY "Think Crissy Field beacon
station closed now as unable to reach them by
phone."

3:00 A.M. Intercept direct from plane. Long. 145.45 W. All well
aboard pretty tired too.

3:10 A.M. Received relayed message from plane "We are out of
gas."

3:24 A.M. Intercept "Can you make it to Honolulu" WYAD
working WLO.

4:00 A.M. Received QST direct from plane (WLO) "Rush help
to WLO making forced landing in water NE of
Paia, Maui."

5:06 A.M. Received QST direct from Plane (WLO) "500 miles
north east Paia all out of gas, send help, planes,
boats."

5:15 A.M. Received direct from plane (WLO) "Landing in sea,
have rubber life boat but send help."

5:49 A.M. Received QST from plane (WLO) "Please send help
to WLO coming down no gas."
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6:20 A.M. (H.T.) Sent QST on beacon "Smith plane (WLO) probably
been using radio beacons from Coast to Hawaii stop
Letter T indicates course stop Letter N indicates
north of course stop Letter A indicates south of
course stop Wavelength ten thirty five meters.

7:25 A.M. S.S. Wilhelmina (WMO) reported position about 75
miles from plane at 6:35 A.M. and proceeding to
plane's position.

7:35 A.M. Repeated QST sent out at 6:20 to assist rescue ship in
proceeding to disabled plane.

7:55 A.M. QST "Will resume transmitting beacon signals on San
Francisco to Maui hearing at 9:00 A.m."

8:00 A.M. Sent message to Signal Officer Ft. Shafter "Suggest
following be broadcast on 600 meters 'Smith air-
plane was following radio beacon signals on ten
thirty five meters from Coast enroute Honolulu
stop Letter T indicates course stop letter N indi-
cates north of course stop Letter A indicates south
of course.'"

9:15 A.M. At approximately 9:15 A.M. Smith's Plane was sighted
over coast of Maui and headed towards Paia. When
nearly over the receiving station at Hamakuopoko
he turned towards Molokai and disappeared in the
clouds. At about 11 :00 A.M. a radiogram broadcast
by a small privately -owned radio station on the
island of Molokai advised that the airplane City of
Oakland had landed in Kiawi treeq on the south-
eastern shore of Molokai out of gasoline. Smith and
Bronte unhurt.

A flight of Army airplanes from Luke Field, Oahu landed at
an emergency field on the island of Molokai and took Messrs.
Smith and Bronte to Honolulu. The wrecked airplane City of
Oakland (Fig. 15) was salvaged by naval personnel and taken to
the Naval Air Station at Pearl Harbor. A copy of a letter written
by Mr. Bronte commenting upon the use of the radio beacon is
shown below.

San Francisco, August 8, 1927.
MR. P. HENDRICKS,
CRISSY FIELD,
PRESIDIO, SAN FRANCISCO.

DEAR SIR:
It gives me great pleasure at this time to thank you for the

splendid cooperation given Mr. Ernest Smith and myself on our
recent flight from the Oakland Air Port to the Hawaiian island in
the monoplane City of Oakland. It is to be regretted that our
headphones went out of commission when we were approximately
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200 miles at sea because up to that time the radio beacon had
functioned perfectly and we were desirous of using it on the
entire flight.

I might say at this time that it was the San Francisco radio
beacon which set us on our course from the coast, for, as you
know, we left on the morning of July 14th in a dense fog and after
climbing through the fog, found ourselves quite a bit to the north-
ward over Marin County. At that time the beacon signal N was
coming in very strongly and we headed due south until the signal
T was heard most distinctly. We then set the plane on our course
for the Hawaiian groups keeping the T signal tuned in meanwhile.

Personally I believe the radio beacon to be the greatest
aid to long distance aerial navigation that is known today.

Thanking you again for your kind cooperation before and
during the flight, I am

Sincerely yours,
(signed) E. B. BRONTE

EBB/RC

Part C
THE DOLE FLIGHT

August 16-17, 1927
The Honolulu Chapter of the National Aeronautic Associa-

tion requested the War Department to authorize the use of the
Army radio -beacon station at Crissy Field, San Francisco, and
at Hamakuopoko, Maui, T. H., during the Dole Flight which
was scheduled to start from San Francisco at noon August 12,
1927 with Wheeler Field, Honolulu, as the destination. As soon
as the Hawaiian Department was notified that the above re-
quest had been granted preparations were made whereby the
greatest service possible would be rendered by the radio -beacon
system.

During the Army flight by Lieutenant Maitland and Lieu-
tenant Hegenberger, as well as the Smith-Bronte flight from San
Francisco to Hawaii, the radio beacons were used as an aid to
aerial navigation by sending out signals to indicate the Great
Circle course from Crissy Field to Hamakuopoko, Maui. This
service was interrupted at intervals to transmit meteorological
data which was obtained locally. However, due to trouble with
the receiving apparatus in the airplanes on these flights, the
aviators were not able to utilize to the fullest degree the assis-
tance which was offered.
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The Signal Officer, Hawaiian Department, realizing the pos-
sibilities of the radio beacon, not only as a guide along the correct
course, but as a means of furnishing the aviators with reliable
meteorological data, ordered a meteorological detachment to the
summit of Mt. Haleakala on the island of Maui, shown in Fig. 16.
The information obtained for several days prior to the Dole
Flight was forwarded to the Weather Bureau at Honolulu and
at San Francisco to assist in forecasting the weather during the
flight. Telephone communication was established between the
meteorological station on Haleakala and the radio -beacon station
at Hamakuopoko.

Owing to the fact that only a very few of the entrants for the
flight were ready for the start at noon of August 12, 1927, the
start of the Dole flight was postponed until noon of August 16.
The lineup of the planes entered on that date was as follows:

nFlans
No.

Call
Letters

Forfe;tureaney
IIR-

mitter
Kilo-
cycles

Power
Watts

Beacon
Re-

ceiver

Type
Plane

Name of
Plane Pilot Navigator

I. KDE 500 Yes Monoplane Oklahoma Griffin Henley

2. KNK 500 100 No Monoplane El Canto Goddard Lt. K. C. Haw-
kins, U.S.N.

3. KGGA 9050 50 No Monoplane Pabeo Maj. Irving None

4. KW5 None Yes Monoplane Golden Eagle Frost Scott

5. None None No Biplane Miss Doran Pedlar Knope

6. None None No Monoplane City of Peoria Parkhurst Loaves

7. KGGI 493 50 Yes Monoplane Woolaroc Goebel Lt. Wm. V. Da-
vis, U.B.N.

8. None None No Monoplane Spirit of
Dallas

Erwin Eiehwaldt

9. None None No Monoplane Aloha Jensen Schlueter

The first airplane took off at Oakland Airport at 12:30 P.M.
(P. T.). Several of the planes had trouble after getting into the
air, forcing them to return, while others were unsuccessful in
getting off the ground. Only four of the nine airplanes entered
for the race actually started out. They were numbers 4, 5, 7,
and 9. Two of these, No. 4 and No. 7 were equipped with beacon
receivers and No. 7 also carried a transmitting set. The radio
equipment installed in the Golden Eagle, entrant No. 4, was es-
sentially the same as that of the Woolaroc which will be described
below. The transmitter, however, was removed before the flight
to decrease the weight of the airplane.
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The radio equipment installed in the W oolaroc, entrant No.
7, consisted of:

Receiver. One -stage tuned radio frequency, regenerative
detector and two stages of audio amplification. This was
the same receiver that was previously used in the Smith-
Bronte flight to Honolulu.

Transmitter. Same one used in Smith-Bronte flight to
Honolulu. 600 -meter ACW Hartley Circuit using 50 -watt
tube. Filament and plate supplied from 900 -cycle wind -
driven generator, type GN-4.

Note: A dual -antenna installation was made so that if
one was lost another could be used. Fig. 17 shows trans-
mitting and receiving sets and Fig. 18 shows the schematic
wiring of the complete installation.

Fig. 19-Radio Beacon Chart-Dole Flight. Chart Showing Great Urcle
Course Transmitted by Radio Beacons between San Francisco and
Maui, T. H. The Width of the Equi-Signal Zone at Approximately
Half -Way between These Two Points Was Estimated to be about
Eight Miles from Observations Made During Flight and on Surface
Vessels.

The Crissy Field beacon was placed in operation at 12 o'clock
noon of August 16th and continued in operation until 11:00
A.M. August 17th. No trouble of any kind was experienced with
this set during the entire period of twenty-three hours.

The Maui beacon was placed in operation at 7:30 P.M. (Hu.
T.) or approximately ten hours after the start of the flight, as it
was assumed that the San Francisco beacon would operate
during the first twelve hours of the flight which would make a
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two-hour overlap in transmission. This station functioned per-
fectly with full power during the entire night and starting at
daybreak, meteorological data consisting of wind direction and
velocity, cloud density, cloud ceiling, cloud summit, and
direction and velocity of wind drift component was transmitted
during the first ten minutes of each hour.

Position reports from the Woolaroc, which were received at
frequent intervals, indicated that this airplane was following a
direct course from San Francisco to Hamakuopoko, Maui, T. H.
as shown in Fig. 19. It was also reported that signals from both
of the beacon stations were heard and that the T signals were
being followed continuously.

Fig. 20-Radio-Beacon Station at Wheeler Field, Oahu, T. H. The Air-
plane Hangars May Be Seen in the Background.

The Woolaroc landed at Wheeler Field at 12:24 P.M. (Hono-
lulu time) thereby winning the first prize of $25,000.00. Messrs.
Goebel and Davis were taken into Honolulu immediately, where
each gave a short talk on their flight from a local broadcasting
station. A copy of a letter written by Lieutenant Davis com-
menting upon the flight is shown below.
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San Francisco, California,
1 Sept: 1927.

SIGNAL OFFICER,

9TH CORPS AREA HEADQUARTERS,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

DEAR SIR:

I wish to express my appreciation of the Army courtesies
to Art Goebel and myself in conjunction with the Dole Flight.
The Army was of great assistance in many ways and I cannot tell
you how we appreciated it. In particular, the radio beacon was
an unqualified success, and rendered the navigational problem
a very simple one. The 'signals were clear and distinct and were
held practically the entire way. At one time I was able to hear
both the San Francisco and Maui beacons at the same time, our
position at the time being about midway between Honolulu and
San Francisco.

I will write a detailed report of the flight upon my return to
duty and will be glad to forward a copy to you, if it would be of
interest.

Thanking you again, I remain
Respectfully yours,

(Signed) WILLIAM V. Davis
Lieut. (j.g.) U.S.N.

Naval Air Station
San Diego, Cal.

On August 24 the author returned to Honolulu and had the
opportunity of talking with Mr. Goebel and Lieutenant Davis,
pilot and navigator respectively of the Woolaroc. Both of these
gentlemen were very enthusiastic in their praise of the radio
beacons which had so greatly simplified their navigation prob-
lems. Lieutenant Davis said that the San Francisco beacon sig-
nals faded out for about two hours before sunset, but the Maui
signals were picked up immediately when started at 7:30 P.M.
(Hu. T.). After sunset the San Francisco beacon signals were
again heard and for a period both beacon stations were heard
simultaneously. The position of the Woolaroc at that time was
about midway between San Francisco and Honolulu and the
width of the T zone was estimated to be about 8 miles. The is-
lands were sighted when about 40 miles from the coast of Maui
and the beacon course was then abandoned and a new course
was set towards Wheeler Field on the island of Oahu. Towards
the latter part of the flight a connection in one of the receiver
tube sockets became crystallized and broke off. Lieutenant
Davis located the trouble, made a temporary repair connection
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and then held the tube in place for about two hours, when the
islands were sighted and the course changed. Lieutenant Davis
also said that in obtaining his position at various times he cal-
culated the distance from San Francisco along the beacon path
by dead reckoning and then obtained the latitude by sighting on
Polaris. This latitude line when projected to intersect the
Great Circle beacon course gave the longitude of the airplane
at that time.

The second prize of $10,000.00 was won by Martin Jensen,
pilot of the Aloha. The two remaining airplanes which started
in the Dole Derby were lost, and nothing has since been heard of
either of them. The Spirit of Dallas with Wm. Erwin, pilot, and

Fig. 21-Radio Beacon, Wright Field. Building, Tower, and Loop System.

Eichwaldt, navigator, left San Francisco enroute to Honolulu
on August 18th. This airplane carried a short-wave transmitter.
The last report heard of this airplane was when it was in a tail
spin about six hundred miles from San Francisco.

In the final analysis of the data which was obtained during
these tests the following conclusions are set forth.

(1) That the equi-signal radio beacon is already de-
veloped to the point where it is capable of furnishing im-
portant assistance in aerial navigation.

(2) That reception aboard the airplane is the weakest
part of the beacon system.

(3) That with the best transmitting and receiving ap-
paratus adequate personnel training is necessary, as it was
demonstrated in these flights that in one case excellent train-
ing of the radio operator made up for deficiencies in ap-
paratus while in another case with adequate apparatus a
comparatively untrained operator utilized the beacon only
part of the time,
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Part D

RADIO BEACON INSTALLATION AT WHEELER FIELD, OAHU, T. H.

Shortly after the Dole Flight the radio -beacon station at
Hamakuopoko, Maui was dismantled and shipped to Wheeler
Field near Honolulu, where it was permanently installed, (Fig.
20). The computed Great Circle course from Wheeler Field,
T. H. to Crissy Field, San Francisco is approximately 54 de-

Fig. 22-Radio Beacon, Wright Field. Interior, Showing Goniometer
and Loop Loading with Details of Interior Construction and Method
of Mounting Loop Loading Coils and Condensers.

grees. Signals and bearing transmitted by the Wheeler Field
station were checked by the writer during his return to San
Francisco by steamer. At this time the width of the equi-signal
zone was conservatively estimated to be approximately 5 miles
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when about 1100 nautical miles from Hawaii, which checks rather
closely with the estimates made by Hegenberger and Davis on
their respective flights.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE RADIO BEACON

During the past year several improvements have been made
in the radio beacon by the Signal Corps Aircraft Radio Labora-
tory at Dayton, Ohio. It has been observed that the average
pilot has more or less difficulty in differentiating between the N
and A signals when the airplane gets slightly off the course. To
overcome this difficulty, the letters N and A have been super -

Fig. 23-Radio Beacon, Wright Field. Detail of End of Loop.

seded by groups of dots and dashes. These signals interlock as
before and the pilot hears a continuous 1000 -cycle note when on
the course. A series of dots or dashes is heard when the airplane
gets off the correct course. This system has been found to be
superior in that the zone of interlocked signals is made narrower
eud to a more rapid change in the quality of the signals.

The automatic key and switching relay in the rotor circuit
of the goniometer has also been improved so that both are much
more simple to adjust and are rugged enough to maintain their
adjustments. A complete new installation has been made at
Wright Field as shown in Figs. 21 and 22. Fig. 23 shows methods
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of holding loops in position. A master oscillator and neutralized
power -amplifier circuit is used to obtain a more constant fre-
quency, as it was observed that there was a tendency for the
frequency to shift when the goniometer was coupled directly to
the oscillator. In the new installation the transmitter is entirely
shielded to prevent any stray coupling between it and the goni-
ometer or loop circuits. The results obtained during test flights
have been very satisfactory. Recently flights have been made
from Dayton to Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Uniontown, and
St. Louis. During these flights the equi-signal zone appeared to
be approximately 1 deg. in width.


